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THE “NEPHILIM” 
 

 

 

 

A Study on the unusual and somewhat vague intermingling of bloodlines of 

Genesis 6:4 (and thereabouts): 
 
There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God 
came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became 
mighty men which were of old, men of renown.   -Gen 6:4(KJV)   

 

 

Matthew Henry (1662-1714) on Gen 6:1-2   
For the glory of God's justice, and for warning to a wicked world, before the history of 

the ruin of the old world, we have a full account of its degeneracy, its apostasy from God 
and rebellion against him. The destroying of it was an act, not of an absolute sovereignty, 
but of necessary justice, for the maintaining of the honour of God's government. Now 
here we have an account of two things which occasioned the wickedness of the old world: 
- 1. The increase of mankind: Men began to multiply upon the face of the earth. This was 
the effect of the blessing (Gen_1:28), and yet man's corruption so abused and perverted 
this blessing that it was turned into a curse. Thus sin takes occasion by the mercies of 
God to be the more exceedingly sinful. Pro_29:16, When the wicked are multiplied, 
transgression increaseth. The more sinners the more sin; and the multitude of offenders 
emboldens men. Infectious diseases are most destructive in populous cities; and sin is a 
spreading leprosy. Thus in the New Testament church, when the number of the disciples 
was multiplied, there arose a murmuring (Act_6:1), and we read of a nation that was 
multiplied, not to the increase of their joy, Isa_9:3. Numerous families need to be well-
governed, lest they become wicked families. 2. Mixed marriages (Gen_6:2): The sons of 
God (that is, the professors of religion, who were called by the name of the Lord, and 
called upon that name), married the daughters of men, that is, those that were profane, 
and strangers to God and godliness. The posterity of Seth did not keep by themselves, as 
they ought to have done, both for the preservation of their own purity and in detestation 
of the apostasy. They intermingled themselves with the excommunicated race of Cain: 
They took them wives of all that they chose. But what was amiss in these marriages? (1.) 
They chose only by the eye: They saw that they were fair, which was all they looked at. 
(2.) They followed the choice which their own corrupt affections made: they took all that 
they chose, without advice and consideration. But, (3.) That which proved of such bad 
consequence to them was that they married strange wives, were unequally yoked with 
unbelievers, 2Co_6:14. This was forbidden to Israel, Deu_7:3, Deu_7:4. It was the 
unhappy occasion of Solomon's apostasy (1Ki_11:1-4), and was of bad consequence to the 
Jews after their return out of Babylon, Ezr_9:1, Ezr_9:2. Note, Professors of religion, in 
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marrying both themselves and their children, should make conscience of keeping within 
the bounds of profession. The bad will sooner debauch the good than the good reform 
the bad. Those that profess themselves the children of God must not marry without his 
consent, which they have not if they join in affinity with his enemies. 

 

Matthew Henry on Gen 6:4-5   
We have here a further account of the corruption of the old world. When the sons of 

God had matched with the daughters of men, though it was very displeasing to God, yet 
he did not immediately cut them off, but waited to see what would be the issue of these 
marriages, and which side the children would take after; and it proved (as usually it 
does), that they took after the worst side. Here is, 

I. The temptation they were under to oppress and do violence. They were giants, and 
they were men of renown; they became too hard for all about them, and carried all 
before them, 1. With their great bulk, as the sons of Anak, Num_13:33. 2. With their 
great name, as the king of Assyria, Isa_37:11. These made them the terror of the mighty 
in the land of the living; and, thus armed, they daringly insulted the rights of all their 
neighbours and trampled upon all that is just and sacred. Note, Those that have so much 
power over others as to be able to oppress them have seldom so much power over 
themselves as not to oppress; great might is a very great snare to many. This degenerate 
race slighted the honour their ancestors had obtained by virtue and religion, and made 
themselves a great name by that which was the perpetual ruin of their good name. 

II. The charge exhibited and proved against them, Gen_6:5. The evidence produced 
was incontestable. God saw it, and that was instead of a thousand witnesses. God sees all 
the wickedness that is among the children of men; it cannot be concealed from him now, 
and, if it be not repented of, it shall not be concealed by him shortly. Now what did God 
take notice of? 1. He observed that the streams of sin that flowed along in men's lives, 
and the breadth and depth of those streams: He saw that the wickedness of man was 
great in the earth. Observe the connection of this with what goes before: the oppressors 
were mighty men and men of renown; and, then, God saw that the wickedness of man 
was great. Note, The wickedness of a people is great indeed when the most notorious 
sinners are men of renown among them. Things are bad when bad men are not only 
honoured notwithstanding their wickedness, but honoured for their wickedness, and the 
vilest men exalted. Wickedness is then great when great men are wicked. Their 
wickedness was great, that is, abundance of sin was committed in all places, by all sorts 
of people; and such sin as was in its own nature most gross, and heinous, and provoking; 
it was committed daringly, and with a defiance of heaven, nor was any care taken by 
those that had power in their hands to restrain and punish it. This God saw. Note, All the 
sins of sinners are known to God the Judge. Those that are most conversant in the world, 
though they see much wickedness in it, yet they see but little of that which is; but God 
sees all, and judges aright concerning it, how great it is, nor can he be deceived in his 
judgment. 2. He observed the fountain of sin that was in men's hearts. Any one might see 
that the wickedness of man was great, for they declared their sin as Sodom; but God's 
eye went further: He saw that every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only 
evil continually - a sad sight, and very offensive to God's holy eye! This was the bitter 
root, the corrupt spring: all the violence and oppression, all the luxury and wantonness, 
that were in the world, proceeded from the corruption of nature; lust conceived them, 
Jam_1:15. See Mat_15:19. (1.) The heart was naught; it was deceitful and desperately 
wicked. The principles were corrupt, and the habits and dispositions evil. (2.) The 
thoughts of the heart were so. Thought is sometimes taken for the settled judgment or 
opinion, and this was bribed, and biased, and misled; sometimes it signifies the workings 
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of the fancy, and these were always either vain or vile, either weaving the spider's web or 
hatching the cockatrice's egg. (3.) The imagination of the thoughts of the heart was so, 
that is, their designs and devices were wicked. They did not do evil through mere 
carelessness, as those that walk at all adventures, not heeding what they do; but they did 
evil deliberately and designedly, contriving how to do mischief. It was bad indeed; for it 
was only evil, continually evil, and every imagination was so. There was no good to be 
found among them, no, not at any time: the stream of sin was full, and strong, and 
constant; and God saw it; see Psa_14:1-3. 

 

 

K&D (Keil and Delitzsch) commentary (1807-1899 combined authors): 
 
Gen 6:1-8   
The genealogies in Gen 4 and 5, which trace the development of the human race 

through two fundamentally different lines, headed by Cain and Seth, are accompanied by 
a description of their moral development, and the statement that through marriages 
between the “sons of God” (Elohim) and the “daughters of men,” the wickedness became 
so great, that God determined to destroy the men whom He had created. This description 
applies to the whole human race, and presupposes the intercourse or marriage of the 
Cainites with the Sethites. 

 

Gen_6:1-2 

Gen_6:1-2 relates to the increase of men generally (ָה�ָדם, without any restriction), i.e., 
of the whole human race; and whilst the moral corruption is represented as universal, 
the whole human race, with the exception of Noah, who found grace before God 
(Gen_6:8), is described as ripe for destruction (Gen_6:3 and Gen_6:5-8). To understand 
this section, and appreciate the causes of this complete degeneracy of the race, we must 

first obtain a correct interpretation of the expressions “sons of God” (בני האלהים) and 

“daughters of men” (בנות האדם). Three different views have been entertained from the 
very earliest times: the “sons of God” being regarded as (a) the sons of princes, (b) 
angels, (c) the Sethites or godly men; and the “daughters of men,” as the daughters (a) of 
people of the lower orders, (b) of mankind generally, (c) of the Cainites, or of the rest of 
mankind as contrasted with the godly or the children of God. Of these three views, the 
first, although it has become the traditional one in orthodox rabbinical Judaism, may be 
dismissed at once as not warranted by the usages of the language, and as altogether 
unscriptural. The second, on the contrary, may be defended on two plausible grounds: 
first, the fact that the “sons of God,” in Job_1:6; Job_2:1, and Job_38:7, and in 

Dan_3:25, are unquestionably angels (also ְ�ֵני ֵאִלים in Psa_29:1 and Psa_89:7); and 
secondly, the antithesis, “sons of God” and “daughters of men.” Apart from the context 
and tenor of the passage, these two points would lead us most naturally to regard the 
“sons of God” as angels, in distinction from men and the daughters of men. But this 
explanation, though the first to suggest itself, can only lay claim to be received as the 
correct one, provided the language itself admits of no other. Now that is not the case. For 
it is not to angels only that the term “sons of Elohim,” or “sons of Elim,” is applied; but in 
Psa_73:15, in an address to Elohim, the godly are called “the generation of Thy sons,” 
i.e., sons of Elohim; in Deu_32:5 the Israelites are called His (God's) sons, and in 
Hos_1:10, “sons of the living God;” and in Psa_80:17, Israel is spoken of as the son, 
whom Elohim has made strong. These passages show that the expression “sons of God” 
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cannot be elucidated by philological means, but must be interpreted by theology alone. 
Moreover, even when it is applied to the angels, it is questionable whether it is to be 
understood in a physical or ethical sense. The notion that “it is employed in a physical 
sense as nomen naturae, instead of angels as nomen officii, and presupposes generation 
of a physical kind,” we must reject as an unscriptural and gnostic error. According to the 
scriptural view, the heavenly spirits are creatures of God, and not begotten from the 
divine essence. Moreover, all the other terms applied to the angels are ethical in their 
character. But if the title “sons of God” cannot involve the notion of physical generation, 
it cannot be restricted to celestial spirits, but is applicable to all beings which bear the 
image of God, or by virtue of their likeness to God participate in the glory, power, and 
blessedness of the divine life, - to men therefore as well as angels, since God has caused 
man to “want but little of Elohim,” or to stand but a little behind Elohim (Psa_8:5), so 
that even magistrates are designated “Elohim, and sons of the Most High” (Psa_82:6). 
When Delitzsch objects to the application of the expression “sons of Elohim” to pious 
men, because, “although the idea of a child of God may indeed have pointed, even in the 
O.T., beyond its theocratic limitation to Israel (Exo_4:22; Deu_14:1) towards a wider 
ethical signification (Psa_73:15; Pro_14:26), yet this extension and expansion were not 
so completed, that in historical prose the terms 'sons of God' (for which 'sons of Jehovah' 
should have been used to prevent mistake), and 'sons (or daughters) of men,' could be 
used to distinguish the children of God and the children of the world,” - this argument 
rests upon the erroneous supposition, that the expression “sons of God” was introduced 
by Jehovah for the first time when He selected Israel to be the covenant nation. So much 
is true, indeed, that before the adoption of Israel as the first-born son of Jehovah 
(Exo_4:22), it would have been out of place to speak of sons of Jehovah; but the notion 
is false, or at least incapable of proof, that there were not children of God in the olden 
time, long before Abraham's call, and that, if there were, they could not have been called 
“sons of Elohim.” The idea was not first introduced in connection with the theocracy, and 
extended thence to a more universal signification. It had its roots in the divine image, 
and therefore was general in its application from the very first; and it was not till God in 
the character of Jehovah chose Abraham and his seed to be the vehicles of salvation, and 
left the heathen nations to go their own way, that the expression received the specifically 
theocratic signification of “son of Jehovah,” to be again liberated and expanded into the 

more comprehensive idea of ν�οθεσία�το��Θεο� (i.e., Elohim, not το��κυρίου = Jehovah), at 
the coming of Christ, the Saviour of all nations. If in the olden time there were pious men 
who, like Enoch and Noah, walked with Elohim, or who, even if they did not stand in this 
close priestly relation to God, made the divine image a reality through their piety and 
fear of God, then there were sons (children) of God, for whom the only correct 
appellation was “sons of Elohim,” since sonship to Jehovah was introduced with the call 
of Israel, so that it could only have been proleptically that the children of God in the old 
world could be called “sons of Jehovah.” But if it be still argued, that in mere prose the 
term “sons of God” could not have been applied to children of God, or pious men, this 
would be equally applicable to “sons of Jehovah.” On the other hand, there is this 
objection to our applying it to angels, that the pious, who walked with God and called 
upon the name of the Lord, had been mentioned just before, whereas no allusion had 
been made to angels, not even to their creation. 

Again, the antithesis “sons of God” and “daughters of men” does not prove that the 

former were angels. It by no means follows, that because in Gen_6:1 האדם denotes man 
as a genus, i.e., the whole human race, it must do the same in Gen_6:2, where the 
expression “daughters of men” is determined by the antithesis “sons of God.” And with 
reasons existing for understanding by the sons of God and the daughters of men two 
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species of the genus האדם, mentioned in Gen_6:1, no valid objection can be offered to the 

restriction of האדם, through the antithesis Elohim, to all men with the exception of the 
sons of God; since this mode of expression is by no means unusual in Hebrew. “From the 
expression 'daughters of men,” as Dettinger observes, “it by no means follows that the 
sons of God were not men; any more than it follows from Jer_32:20, where it is said that 
God had done miracles 'in Israel, and among men,' or from Isa_43:4, where God says He 
will give men for the Israelites, or from Jdg_16:7, where Samson says, that if he is bound 
with seven green withs he shall be as weak as a man, for from Psa_73:5, where it is said 
of the ungodly they are not in trouble as men, that the Israelites, or Samson, or the 

ungodly, were not men at all. In all these passages אדם (men) denotes the remainder of 
mankind in distinction from those who are especially named.” Cases occur, too, even in 
simple prose, in which the same term is used, first in a general, and then directly 
afterwards in a more restricted sense. We need cite only one, which occurs in Judg. In 
Jdg_19:30 reference is made to the coming of the children of Israel (i.e., of the twelve 
tribes) out of Egypt; and directly afterwards (Jdg_20:1-2) it is related that “all the 
children of Israel,” “all the tribes of Israel,” assembled together (to make war, as we learn 
from Jdg_20:3., upon Benjamin); and in the whole account of the war, Judges 20 and 
21, the tribes of Israel are distinguished from the tribe of Benjamin: so that the 
expression “tribes of Israel” really means the rest of the tribes with the exception of 
Benjamin. And yet the Benjamites were Israelites. Why then should the fact that the sons 
of God are distinguished from the daughters of men prove that the former could not be 
men? There is not force enough in these two objections to compel us to adopt the 
conclusion that the sons of God were angels. 

The question whether the “sons of Elohim” were celestial or terrestrial sons of God 
(angels or pious men of the family of Seth) can only be determined from the context, and 
from the substance of the passage itself, that is to say, from what is related respecting the 
conduct of the sons of God and its results. That the connection does not favour the idea 
of their being angels, is acknowledged even by those who adopt this view. “It cannot be 
denied,” says Delitzsch, “that the connection of Gen_6:1-8 with Gen 4 necessitates the 
assumption, that such intermarriages (of the Sethite and Cainite families) did take place 
about the time of the flood (cf. Mat_24:38; Luk_17:27); and the prohibition of mixed 
marriages under the law (Exo_34:16; cf. Gen_27:46; Gen_28:1.) also favours the same 
idea.” But this “assumption” is placed beyond all doubt, by what is here related of the 
sons of God. In Gen_6:2 it is stated that “the sons of God saw the daughters of men, that 
they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose,” i.e., of any with whose 

beauty they were charmed; and these wives bare children to them (Gen_6:4). Now ִאָ ה 

 is a standing expression throughout the whole of the Old Testament (to take a wife) ָלַקח
for the marriage relation established by God at the creation, and is never applied to 

πορνεία, or the simple act of physical connection. This is quite sufficient of itself to 
exclude any reference to angels. For Christ Himself distinctly states that the angels 
cannot marry (Mat_22:30; Mar_12:25; cf. Luk_20:34.). And when Kurtz endeavours to 
weaken the force of these words of Christ, by arguing that they do not prove that it is 
impossible for angels so to fall from their original holiness as to sink into an unnatural 
state; this phrase has no meaning, unless by conclusive analogies, or the clear testimony 
of Scripture, 

(Note: We cannot admit that there is any force in Hoffmann's argument in his 
Schriftbeweis 1, p. 426, that “the begetting of children on the part of angels is not 
more irreconcilable with a nature that is not organized, like that of man, on the basis 
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of sexual distinctions, than partaking of food is with a nature that is altogether 
spiritual; and yet food was eaten by the angels who visited Abraham.” For, in the first 
place, the eating in this case was a miracle wrought through the condescending grace 
of the omnipotent God, and furnishes no standard for judging what angels can do by 
their own power in rebellion against God. And in the second place, there is a 
considerable difference between the act of eating on the part of the angels of God 
who appeared in human shape, and the taking of wives and begetting of children on 
the part of sinning angels. We are quite unable also to accept as historical testimony, 
the myths of the heathen respecting demigods, sons of gods, and the begetting of 
children on the part of their gods, or the fables of the book of Enoch (ch. 6ff.) about 
the 200 angels, with their leaders, who lusted after the beautiful and delicate 
daughters of men, and who came down from heaven and took to themselves wives, 
with whom they begat giants of 3000 (or according to one MS 300) cubits in height. 

Nor do 2Pe_2:4 and Jud_1:6 furnish any evidence of angel marriages. Peter is 

merely speaking of sinning angels in general (%γγέλων�*µαρτησάντων)�whom�God�did�

not�spare,�and�not�of�any�particular�sin�on�the�part�of�a�small�number�of�angels;�and�Jude�

describes�these�angels�as�τοGς�µI�τηρήσαντας�τIν�KαυτLν�%ρχήν�%λλN�%πολιπόντας�τQ�Rδιον�

οTκητήριον,�those�who�kept�not�their�princedom,�their�position�as�rulers,�but�left�their�own�

habitation.�There�is�nothing�here�about�marriages�with�the�daughters�of�men�or�the�begetting�

of�children,�even�if�we�refer�the�word�τούτοις�in�the�clause�τQν�Zµοιον�τούτοις�τρόπον�

[κπορνεύσασαι�in�Jud_1:7�to�the�angels�mentioned�in�Jud_1:6;�for�[κπορνεύειν,�the�

commission�of�fornication,�would�be�altogether�different�from�marriage,�that�is�to�say,�from�a�

conjugal�bond�that�was�permanent�even�though�unnatural.�But�it�is�neither�certain�nor�

probable�that�this�is�the�connection�of�τούτοις.�Huther,�the�latest�commentator�upon�this�

Epistle,�who�gives�the�preference�to�this�explanation�of�τούτοις,�and�therefore�cannot�be�

accused�of�being�biassed�by�doctrinal�prejudices,�says�distinctly�in�the�2nd�Ed.�of�his�

commentary,�“τούτοις�may�be�grammatically�construed�as�referring�to�Sodom�and�

Gomorrah,�or�per synesin�to�the�inhabitants�of�these�cities;�but�in�that�case�the�sin�of�Sodom�

and�Gomorrah�would�only�be�mentioned�indirectly.”�There�is�nothing�in�the�rules�of�syntax,�

therefore,�to�prevent�our�connecting�the�word�with�Sodom�and�Gomorrah;�and�it�is�not�a�fact,�

that�“grammaticae et logicae praecepta�compel�us�to�refer�this�word�to�the�angels,”�as�G.�

v.�Zeschwitz�says.�But�the�very�same�reason�which�Huther�assigns�for�not�connecting�it�with�

Sodom�and�Gomorrah,�may�be�also�assigned�for�not�connecting�it�with�the�angels,�namely,�

that�in�that�case�the�sin�of�the�angels�would�only�be�mentioned�indirectly.�We�regard�

Philippi's�explanation�(in�his�Glaubenslehre�iii.�p.�303)�as�a�possible�one,�viz.,�that�the�word�

τούτοις�refers�back�to�the�rνθρωποι�%σελγεsς�mentioned�in�Jud_1:4,�and�as�by�no�means�set�

aside�by�De�Wette's�objection,�that�the�thought�of�Jud_1:8�would�be�anticipated�in�that�case;�

for�this�objection�is�fully�met�by�the�circumstance,�that�not�only�does�the�word�οwτοι,�which�is�

repeated�five�times�from�Jud_1:8�onwards,�refer�back�to�these�men,�but�even�the�word�
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τούτοις�in�Jud_1:14�also.�On�the�other�hand,�the�reference�of�τούτοις�to�the�angels�is�

altogether�precluded�by�the�clause�καy�%πελθο�σαι�zπίσω�σαρκQς�Kτέρας,�which�follows�the�

word�[κπορνεύσασαι.�For�fornication�on�the�part�of�the�angels�could�only�consist�in�their�

going�after�flesh,�or,�as�Hoffmann�expresses�it,�“having�to�do�with�flesh,�for�which�they�were�

not�created,”�but�not�in�their�going�after�other,�or�foreign�flesh.�There�would�be�no�sense�in�

the�word�Kτέρας�unless�those�who�were�[κπορνεύσαντες�were�themselves�possessed�of�σάρξ;�

so�that�this�is�the�only�alternative,�either�we�must�attribute�to�the�angels�a�σάρξ�or�fleshly�

body,�or�the�idea�of�referring�τούτοις�to�the�angels�must�be�given�up.�When�Kurtz�replies�to�

this�by�saying�that�“to�angels�human�bodies�are�quite�as�much�a�Kτέρα�σάρξ,�i.e.,�a�means�of�

sensual�gratification�opposed�to�their�nature�and�calling,�as�man�can�be�to�human�man,”�he�

hides�the�difficulty,�but�does�not�remove�it,�by�the�ambiguous�expression�“opposed�to�their�

nature�and�calling.”�The�Kτέρα�σάρξ�must�necessarily�presuppose�an�Tδία�σάρξ.�

But�it�is�thought�by�some,�that�even�if�τούτοις�in�Jud_1:7�do�not�refer�to�the�angels�in�

Jud_1:6,�the�words�of�Jude�agree�so�thoroughly�with�the�tradition�of�the�book�of�Enoch�

respecting�the�fall�of�the�angels,�that�we�must�admit�the�allusion�to�the�Enoch�legend,�and�so�

indirectly�to�Gen�6,�since�Jude�could�not�have�expressed�himself�more�clearly�to�persons�who�

possessed�the�book�of�Enoch,�or�were�acquainted�with�the�tradition�it�contained.�Now�this�

conclusion�would�certainly�be�irresistible,�if�the�only�sin�of�the�angels�mentioned�in�the�book�

of�Enoch,�as�that�for�which�they�were�kept�in�chains�of�darkness�still�the�judgment-day,�had�

been�their�intercourse�with�human�wives.�For�the�fact�that�Jude�was�acquainted�with�the�

legend�of�Enoch,�and�took�for�granted�that�the�readers�of�his�Epistle�were�so�too,�is�evident�

from�his�introducing�a�prediction�of�Enoch�in�Jud_1:14,�Jud_1:15,�which�is�to�be�found�in�ch.�

i.�9�of�Dillmann's�edition�of�the�book�of�Enoch.�But�it�is�admitted�by�all�critical�writers�upon�

this�book,�that�in�the�book�of�Enoch�which�has�been�edited�by�Dillmann,�and�is�only�to�be�

found�in�an�Ethiopic�version,�there�are�contradictory�legends�concerning�the�fall�and�

judgment�of�the�angels;�that�the�book�itself�is�composed�of�earlier�and�later�materials;�and�

that�those�very�sections�(ch.�6-16:106,�etc.)�in�which�the�legend�of�the�angel�marriages�is�given�

without�ambiguity,�belong�to�the�so-called�book�of�Noah,�i.e.,�to�a�later�portion�of�the�Enoch�

legend,�which�is�opposed�in�many�passages�to�the�earlier�legend.�The�fall�of�the�angels�is�

certainly�often�referred�to�in�the�earlier�portions�of�the�work;�but�among�all�the�passages�

adduced�by�Dillmann�in�proof�of�this,�there�is�only�one�(19:1)�which�mentions�the�angels�who�

had�taken�wives.�In�the�others,�the�only�thing�mentioned�as�the�sin�of�the�angels�or�of�the�

hosts�of�Azazel,�is�the�fact�that�they�were�subject�to�Satan,�and�seduced�those�who�dwelt�on�

the�earth�(54:3-6),�or�that�they�came�down�from�heaven�to�earth,�and�revealed�to�the�children�
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of�men�what�was�hidden�from�them,�and�then�led�them�astray�to�the�commission�of�sin�(64:2).�

There�is�nothing�at�all�here�about�their�taking�wives.�Moreover,�in�the�earlier�portions�of�the�

book,�besides�the�fall�of�the�angels,�there�is�frequent�reference�made�to�a�fall,�i.e.,�an�act�of�

sin,�on�the�part�of�the�stars�of�heaven�and�the�army�of�heaven,�which�transgressed�the�

commandment�of�God�before�they�rose,�by�not�appearing�at�their�appointed�time�(vid.,�18:14-

15;�21:3;�90:21,�24,�etc.);�and�their�punishment�and�place�of�punishment�are�described,�in�just�

the�same�manner�as�in�the�case�of�the�wicked�angels,�as�a�prison,�a�lofty�and�horrible�place�in�

which�the�seven�stars�of�heaven�lie�bound�like�great�mountains�and�flaming�with�fire�(21:2-3),�

as�an�abyss,�narrow�and�deep,�dreadful�and�dark,�in�which�the�star�which�fell�first�from�

heaven�is�lying,�bound�hand�and�foot�(88:1,�cf.�90:24).�From�these�passages�it�is�quite�evident,�

that�the�legend�concerning�the�fall�of�the�angels�and�stars�sprang�out�of�Isa_24:21-22�(“And�it�

shall�come�to�pass�in�that�day,�that�the�Lord�shall�visit�the�host�of�the�height�[ְצָבא�ַהָ�רּום,�the�

host�of�heaven,�by�which�stars�and�angels�are�to�be�understood�on�high�i.e.,�the�spiritual�

powers�of�the�heavens]�and�the�kings�of�the�earth�upon�the�earth,�and�they�shall�be�gathered�

together,�bound�in�the�dungeon,�and�shut�up�in�prison,�and�after�many�days�they�shall�be�

punished”),�along�with�Isa_14:12�(“How�art�thou�fallen�from�heaven,�thou�beautiful�morning�

star!”),�and�that�the�account�of�the�sons�of�God�in�Gen�6,�as�interpreted�by�those�who�refer�it�

to�the�angels,�was�afterwards�combined�and�amalgamated�with�it.�

Now�if�these�different�legends,�describing�the�judgment�upon�the�stars�that�fell�from�

heaven,�and�the�angels�that�followed�Satan�in�seducing�man,�in�just�the�same�manner�as�the�

judgment�upon�the�angels�who�begot�giants�from�women,�were�in�circulation�at�the�time�

when�the�Epistle�of�Jude�was�written;�we�must�not�interpret�the�sin�of�the�angels,�referred�to�

by�Peter�and�Jude,�in�a�one-sided�manner,�and�arbitrarily�connect�it�with�only�such�passages�

of�the�book�of�Enoch�as�speak�of�angel�marriages,�to�the�entire�disregard�of�all�the�other�

passages,�which�mention�totally�different�sins�as�committed�by�the�angels,�that�are�punished�

with�bands�of�darkness;�but�we�must�interpret�it�from�what�Jude�himself�has�said�concerning�

this�sin,�as�Peter�gives�no�further�explanation�of�what�he�means�by�*µαρτ�σαι.�Now�the�only�

sins�that�Jude�mentions�are�µI�τηρ�σαι�τIν�KαυτLν�%ρχήν�and�%πολιπεsν�τQ�Rδιον�οTκητήριον.�

The�two�are�closely�connected.�Through�not�keeping�the�%ρχή�(i.e.,�the�position�as�rulers�in�

heaven)�which�belonged�to�them,�and�was�assigned�them�at�their�creation,�the�angels�left�

“their�own�habitation”�(Rδιον�οTκητήριον);�just�as�man,�when�he�broke�the�commandment�of�

God�and�failed�to�keep�his�position�as�ruler�on�earth,�also�lost�“his�own�habitation”�(Rδιον�

οTκητήριον),�that�is�to�say,�not�paradise�alone,�but�the�holy�body�of�innocence�also,�so�that�he�

needed�a�covering�for�his�nakedness,�and�will�continue�to�need�it,�until�we�are�“clothed�upon�
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with�our�hose�which�is�from�heaven”�(οTκητήριον��µLν�[ξ�ο�ρανο�).�In�this�description�of�the�

angels'�sin,�there�is�not�the�slightest�allusion�to�their�leaving�heaven�to�woo�the�beautiful�

daughters�of�men.�The�words�may�be�very�well�interpreted,�as�they�were�by�the�earlier�

Christian�theologians,�as�relating�to�the�fall�of�Satan�and�his�angels,�to�whom�all�that�is�said�

concerning�their�punishment�fully�applies.�If�Jude�had�had�the�πορνεία�of�the�angels,�

mentioned�in�the�Enoch�legends,�in�his�mind,�he�would�have�stated�this�distinctly,�just�as�he�

does�in�v.�9�in�the�case�of�the�legend�concerning�Michael�and�the�devil,�and�in�v.�11�in�that�of�

Enoch's�prophecy.�There�was�all�the�more�reason�for�his�doing�this,�because�not�only�to�

contradictory�accounts�of�the�sin�of�the�angels�occur�in�the�Enoch�legends,�but�a�comparison�

of�the�parallels�cited�from�the�book�of�Enoch�proves�that�he�deviated�from�the�Enoch�legend�

in�points�of�no�little�importance.�Thus,�for�example,�according�to�Enoch�54:3,�“iron�chains�of�

immense�weight”�are�prepared�for�the�hosts�of�Azazel,�to�put�them�into�the�lowest�hell,�and�

cast�them�on�that�great�day�into�the�furnace�with�flaming�fire.�Now�Jude�and�Peter�say�

nothing�about�iron�chains,�and�merely�mention�“everlasting�chains�under�darkness”�and�

“chains�of�darkness.”�Again,�according�to�Enoch�10:12,�the�angel�sinners�are�“bound�fast�

under�the�earth�for�seventy�generations,�till�the�day�of�judgment�and�their�completion,�till�the�

last�judgment�shall�be�held�for�all�eternity.”�Peter�and�Jude�make�no�allusion�to�this�point�of�

time,�and�the�supporters�of�the�angel�marriages,�therefore,�have�thought�well�to�leave�it�out�

when�quoting�this�parallel�to�Jud_1:6.�Under�these�circumstances,�the�silence�of�the�apostles�

as�to�either�marriages�or�fornication�on�the�part�of�the�sinful�angels,�is�a�sure�sign�that�they�

gave�no�credence�to�these�fables�of�a�Jewish�gnosticizing�tradition.)�

it can be proved that the angels either possess by nature a material corporeality adequate 
to the contraction of a human marriage, or that by rebellion against their Creator they 
can acquire it, or that there are some creatures in heaven and on earth which, through 
sinful degeneracy, or by sinking into an unnatural state, can become possessed of the 
power, which they have not by nature, of generating and propagating their species. As 
man could indeed destroy by sin the nature which he had received from his Creator, but 
could not by his own power restore it when destroyed, to say nothing of implanting an 
organ or a power that was wanting before; so we cannot believe that angels, through 
apostasy from God, could acquire sexual power of which they had previously been 
destitute. 

 

Gen_6:3 

The sentence of God upon the “sons of God” is also appropriate to men only. “Jehovah 
said: My spirit shall not rule in men for ever; in their wandering they are flesh.” “The 

verb ין = �ּון� signifies to rule (hence דּון� the ruler), and to judge, as the consequence of 

ruling. רּוַה is the divine spirit of life bestowed upon man, the principle of physical and 
ethical, natural and spiritual life. This His spirit God will withdraw from man, and 
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thereby put an end to their life and conduct. ְ�ַׁשָ�ם is regarded by many as a particle, 

compounded of �ְ, ַׁש a contraction of ֲאֶׁשר, and ַ�ם (also), used in the sense of quoniam, 

because, (ַ�ֲאֶׁשר = ְ�ַׁש, as ַׁש or ֲאֶׁשר = ֶׁש Jdg_5:7; Jdg_6:17; Son_1:7). But the objection to 

this explanation is, that the ַ�ם, “because he also is flesh,” introduces an incongruous 

emphasis into the clause. We therefore prefer to regard ַׁשָ�ם as the inf. of ָׁשָגה = ָׁשַגג with 
the suffix: “in their erring (that of men) he (man as a genus) is flesh;” an explanation to 
which, to our mind, the extremely harsh change of number (they, he), is no objection, 
since many examples might be adduced of a similar change (vid., Hupfeld on Psa_5:10). 
Men, says God, have proved themselves by their erring and straying to be flesh, i.e., 
given up to the flesh, and incapable of being ruled by the Spirit of God and led back to 

the divine goal of their life. ָ�ָׂשר is used already in its ethical signification, like σάρξ in the 
New Testament, denoting not merely the natural corporeality of man, but his materiality 
as rendered ungodly by sin. “Therefore his days shall be 120 years:” this means, not that 
human life should in future never attain a greater age than 120 years, but that a respite of 
120 years should still be granted to the human race. This sentence, as we may gather 
from the context, was made known to Noah in his 480th year, to be published by him as 
“preacher of righteousness” (2Pe_2:5) to the degenerate race. The reason why men had 
gone so far astray, that God determined to withdraw His spirit and give them up to 
destruction, was that the sons of God had taken wives of such of the daughters of men as 
they chose. Can this mean, because angels had formed marriages with the daughters of 
men? Even granting that such marriages, as being unnatural connections, would have 
led to the complete corruption of human nature; the men would in that case have been 
the tempted, and the real authors of the corruption would have been the angels. Why 
then should judgment fall upon the tempted alone? The judgments of God in the 
world are not executed with such partiality as this. And the supposition that nothing is 
said about the punishment of the angels, because the narrative has to do with the history 
of man, and the spiritual world is intentionally veiled as much as possible, does not meet 
the difficulty. If the sons of God were angels, the narrative is concerned not only with 
men, but with angels also; and it is not the custom of the Scriptures merely to relate the 
judgments which fall upon the tempted, and say nothing at all about the tempters. For 
the contrary, see Gen_3:14. If the “sons of God” were not men, so as to be included in the 

term ָדם�, the punishment would need to be specially pointed out in their case, and no 
deep revelations of the spiritual world would be required, since these celestial tempters 
would be living with men upon the earth, when they had taken wives from among their 
daughters. The judgments of God are not only free from all unrighteousness, but avoid 
every kind of partiality. 

 

Gen_6:4 

“The Nephilim were on the earth in those days, and also after that, when the sons of 
God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them: these are the 

heroes (ַהִ��ִּרים) who from the olden time (ֵמעּוָלם, as in Psa_25:6; 1Sa_27:8) are the men of 

name” (i.e., noted, renowned or notorious men). ְנִפיִלים, from ָנַפל to fall upon (Job_1:15; 

Jos_11:7), signifies the invaders ([πιπίπτοντες Aq., βιαsοι Sym.). Luther gives the correct 
meaning, “tyrants:” they were called Nephilim because they fell upon the people and 
oppressed them. 
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(Note: The notion that the 
Nephilim were giants, to which the 

Sept. rendering γίγαντες�has�given�

rise,�was�rejected�even�by�Luther�as�

fabulous.�He�bases�his�view�upon�

Jos_11:7�:�“Nephilim non dictos a 
magnitudine corporum, sicut 
Rabbini putant, sed a tyrannide et 
oppressione quod vi grassati sint, 
nulla habita ratione legum aut 
honestatis, sed simpliciter 
indulgentes suis voluptatibus et 

cupiditatibus.”�The�opinion�that�giants�

are�intended�derives�no�support�from�

Num_13:32-33.�When�the�spies�describe�

the�land�of�Canaan�as�“a�land�that�

eateth�up�the�inhabitants�thereof,”�and�

then�add�(Num_13:33),�“and�there�we�

saw�the�Nephilim,�the�sons�of�Anak�

among�(ִמן�lit.,�from,�out�of,�in�a�partitive�

sense)�the�Nephilim,”�by�the�side�of�

whom�they�were�as�grasshoppers;�the�

term�Nephilim�cannot�signify�giants,�

since�the�spies�not�only�mention�them�

especially�along�with�the�inhabitants�of�

the�land,�who�are�described�as�people�of�

great�stature,�but�single�out�only�a�

portion�of�the�Nephilim�as�“sons�of�

Anak”ְ�ֵני�ֲעָנק�),�i.e.,�long-necked�people�

or�giants.�The�explanation�“fallen�from�

heaven”�needs�no�refutation;�inasmuch�

as�the�main�element,�“from�heaven,”�is�a�

purely�arbitrary�addition.)�

I�must�interject�at�this�point�and�ask�

the�reader�to�understand�that�there�was�

little�evidence�if�any�for�the�previous�

existence�of�any�man�which�was�truly�

greater�in�stature�than�the�present�race�

that�we�are�now�familiar�with.�

��I�would�ask�the�reader�examine�the�

works�of�recent�archaeological�

discoveries�which�prove�that�there�at�

one�time�existed�gigantic�men�whose�

height�reached�as�much�as�eleven�to�

thirteen�feet.��An�easy�reference�to�see�

some�of�this�evidence�is�to�view�Kent�

Hovind’s�work�which�summarizes�this�

evidence�in�a�laymen’s�level�

presentation.��I�t�can�be�found�in�the�

“Creation�Series”�7-part�set�avaialbe�on�

the�www.bcmin.us�website�for�viewing.��

Part�_____�contains�the�specific�mention�

of�these�unusually�large�men�who�may�

have�truly�been�the�descendants�of�

Anak.���

Although�I�do�agree�that�the�“fallen�

angel”�theory�has�little�support,�I�do�

believe�however,�that�a�greater�physical�

stature��enjoys�recent�evidence�as�to�the�

true�meaning�of�the�uniqueness�of�this�

particular�“race”�of�beings�known�as�the�

Nephilim.������������–Dwaine�Moore�

 

The meaning of the verse is a subject of dispute. To an unprejudiced mind, the words, 
as they stand, represent the Nephilim, who were on the earth in those days, as existing 
before the sons of God began to marry the daughters of men, and clearly distinguish 

them from the fruits of these marriages. ָהיּו can no more be rendered “they became, or 
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arose,” in this connection, than ָהָיה in Gen_1:2. ַוִ¢ְהיּו would have been the proper word. 
The expression “in those days” refers most naturally to the time when God pronounced 
the sentence upon the degenerate race; but it is so general and comprehensive a term, 
that it must not be confined exclusively to that time, not merely because the divine 
sentence was first pronounced after these marriages were contracted, and the marriages, 
if they did not produce the corruption, raised it to that fulness of iniquity which was ripe 
for the judgment, but still more because the words “after that” represent the marriages 
which drew down the judgment as an event that followed the appearance of the 
Nephilim. “The same were mighty men:” this might point back to the Nephilim; but it is 
a more natural supposition, that it refers to the children born to the sons of God. 
“These,” i.e., the sons sprung from those marriages, “are the heroes, those renowned 
heroes of old.” 

Now if, according to the simple meaning of the passage, the Nephilim were in 
existence at the very time when the sons of God came in to the daughters of men, the 
appearance of the Nephilim cannot afford the slightest evidence that the “sons of God” 
were angels, by whom a family of monsters were begotten, whether demigods, daemons, 
or angel-men. 

(Note: How thoroughly irreconcilable the contents of this verse are with the angel-
hypothesis is evident from the strenuous efforts of its supporters to bring them into 
harmony with it. Thus, in Reuter's Repert., p. 7, Del. observes that the verse cannot 
be rendered in any but the following manner: “The giants were on the earth in those 
days, and also afterwards, when the sons of God went in to the daughters of men, 
these they bare to them, or rather, and these bare to them;” but, for all that, he gives 
this as the meaning of the words, “At the time of the divine determination to inflict 
punishment the giants arose, and also afterwards, when this unnatural connection 
between super-terrestrial and human beings continued, there arose such giants;” not 
only substituting “arose” for “were,” but changing “when they connected themselves 
with them” into “when this connection continued.” Nevertheless he is obliged to 
confess that “it is strange that this unnatural connection, which I also suppose to be 
the intermediate cause of the origin of the giants, should not be mentioned in the 
first clause of Gen_6:4.” This is an admission that the text says nothing about the 
origin of the giants being traceable to the marriages of the sons of God, but that the 
commentators have been obliged to insert it in the text to save their angel marriages. 
Kurtz has tried three different explanations of this verse but they are all opposed to 
the rules of the language.) (1) In the History of the Old Covenant he gives this 
rendering: “Nephilim were on earth in these days, and that even after the sons of God 

had formed connections with the daughters of men;” in which he not only gives to ַ�ם�

the�unsupportable�meaning,�“even,�just,”�but�takes�the�imperfectָיבּאּו��in�the�sense�of�the�

perfect(2)�.ָ�אּו��In�his�Ehen�der�Sφhne�Gottes�(p.�80)�he�gives�the�choice�of�this�and�the�

following�rendering:�“The�Nephilim�were�on�earth�in�those�days,�and�also�after�this�had�

happened,�that�the�sons�of�God�came�to�the�daughters�of�men�and�begat�children,”�were�the�

ungrammatical�rendering�of�the�imperfect�as�the�perfect�is�artfully�concealed�by�the�

interpolation�of�“after�this�had�happened.”�(3)�In�“die�Sφhne�Gottes,”�p.�85:�“In�these�days�

and�also�afterwards,�when�the�sons�of�God�came�(continued�to�come)�to�the�daughters�of�

men,�they�bare�to�them�(sc.,�Nephilim),”�whereָיבּאּו�,�they�came,�is�arbitrarily�altered�intoָלבּוא��
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��they�continued�to�come.�But�when�he�observes�in�defence�of�this�quid pro quo,�that,יּוִסיפּו

“the�imperfect�denotes�here,�as�Hengstenberg�has�correctly�affirmed,�and�as�so�often�is�the�

case,�an�action�frequently�repeated�in�past�times,”�this�remark�only�shows�that�he�has�neither�

understood�the�nature�of�the�usage�to�which�H.�refers,�nor�what�Ewald�has�said�(§136)�

concerning�the�force�and�use�of�the�imperfect.)�

Gen_6:5Gen_6:5Gen_6:5Gen_6:5----8888����

Now�when�the�wickedness�of�man�became�great,�and�“every�imagination�of�the�thoughts�of�his�

heart�was�only�evil�the�whole�day,”�i.e.,�continually�and�altogether�evil,�it�repented�God�that�He�

had�made�man,�and�He�determined�to�destroy�them.�This�determination�and�the�motive�assigned�

are�also�irreconcilable�with�the�angel-theory.�“Had�the�godless�race,�which�God�destroyed�by�the�

flood,�sprung�either�entirely�or�in�part�from�the�marriage�of�angels�to�the�daughters�of�men,�it�

would�no�longer�have�been�the�race�first�created�by�God�in�Adam,�but�a�grotesque�product�of�the�

Adamitic�factor�created�by�God,�and�an�entirely�foreign�and�angelic�factor”�(Phil.).�

(Note: When, on the other hand, the supporters of the angel marriages maintain 
that it is only on this interpretation that the necessity for the flood, i.e., for the 
complete destruction of the whole human race with the exception of righteous Noah, 
can be understood, not only is there no scriptural foundation for this argument, but it 
is decidedly at variance with those statements of the Scriptures, which speak of the 
corruption of the men whom God had created, and not of a race that had arisen 
through an unnatural connection of angels and men and forced their way into God's 
creation. If it were really the case, that it would otherwise be impossible to 
understand where the necessity could lie, for all the rest of the human race to be 
destroyed and a new beginning to be made, whereas afterwards, when Abraham was 
chosen, the rest of the human race was not only spared, but preserved for subsequent 
participation in the blessings of salvation: we should only need to call Job to mind, 
who also could not comprehend the necessity for the fearful sufferings which 
overwhelmed him, and was unable to discover the justice of God, but who was 
afterwards taught a better lesson by God Himself, and reproved for his rash 
conclusions, as a sufficient proof of the deceptive and futile character of all such 
human reasoning.) But this is not the true state of the case. The Scriptures expressly 
affirm, that after the flood the moral corruption of man was the same as before the 
flood; for they describe it in Gen_8:21 in the very same words as in Gen_6:5 : and the 
reason they assign for the same judgment not being repeated, is simply the promise 
that God would no more smite and destroy all living, as He had done before-an 
evident proof that God expected no change in human nature, and out of pure mercy 
and long-suffering would never send a second flood. “Now, if the race destroyed had 
been one that sprang from angel-fathers, it is difficult to understand why no 
improvement was to be looked for after the flood; for the repetition of any such 
unnatural angel-tragedy was certainly not probable, and still less inevitable” 
(Philippi).) 

The force of ִיָ¦ֵחם, “it repented the Lord,” may be gathered from the explanatory ִיְתַעֵ§ב, 
“it grieved Him at His heart.” This shows that the repentance of God does not 
presuppose any variableness in His nature of His purposes. In this sense God never 
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repents of anything (1Sa_15:29), “quia nihil illi inopinatum vel non praevisum accidit” 
(Calvin). The repentance of God is an anthropomorphic expression for the pain of the 
divine love at the sin of man, and signifies that “God is hurt no less by the atrocious sins 
of men than if they pierced His heart with mortal anguish” (Calvin). The destruction of 
all, “from man unto beast,” etc., is to be explained on the ground of the sovereignty of 
man upon the earth, the irrational creatures being created for him, and therefore 
involved in his fall. This destruction, however, was not to bring the human race to an 
end. “Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord.” In these words mercy is seen in the 
midst of wrath, pledging the preservation and restoration of humanity. 

 

 

summary by Dwaine Moore as a conclusion to the above studies: 
 

It is not necessary to engage in lengthy commentary when the above seems to suffice as 

an agreeable study with the exception of the physical stature aspects of the newly-

discovered archaeological evidences of our time as mentioned in the previous insert.  

“The Nephilim” (Known more widely only as the infamous NIV openly prints this term 

in Genesis 6:4 & Numbers 13:31), are in my opinion a great (and satanically intentional) 

departure from the truer sense of the original Hebrew term which translated into English 

would more properly be deemed “giants” just as the KJV, Geneva and the Bishops Bibles 

had all gotten correctly, implying a physical stature that was much greater than the norm, 

but in the Strong’s, the definitive translations are shown a few paragraphs below: 

. 

 

To further add to the above commentary however, I would propose that one understand 

that there is also another discrepancy that can be referred to here, where an archaic 

understanding of the term “generation” enters into the mix in the New testament.  This 

would be a generation of “renewed” or “restored” DNA make-up which would no longer 

allow for such giantism to commonly occur: 

 

The word “generation” in Mark 13:30 (when looking at the Thayer’s definitions; and now 

that we’ve come to a point thousands of years later) can more appropriately and 

realistically mean “age” of men, that is, an offspring of the type which would differ from 

the previous one, or having no further repeated Nephilim (as in conveniently tyrannical 

due to their size, not “fallen angels” as some believe; see K&D commentary on Gen 6:4) 

blood or heretical corruption characteristics of “giantism”, which would be a 

“generation” of men which would remain of that “new” general type until the end of the 

ages, whereupon their “kind” would be of the same stock, having come from Noah’s 

family line only, without the previous intermingled interferences from Gen 6:4 “giants”. 

 

As an overall summation however, the term in the Strong’s for נפל����נפיל, nephîyl,�

(Nephilim)�would�also�appropriately�include�the�term�“bully”�or��“tyrant”�which�would�also�fit�the�

explanation�for�the�worsening�growth�of�evil�in�their�race�(in�another�study�of�mine�we�show�

parallels�to�our�own�time�with�such�tyrants�becoming�such,�via�excess�of�power,�be�it�physical�

might,�money,�political�power,�or�any�combination�thereof,�which�would�easily�explain�why�
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Father�may�have�intentionally�hid�the�details�of�this�previous�part�of�mankind’s�history,�in�order�

that�we�would�not�see�ourselves�too�easily,�thereby�‘giving�away’�the�coming�wrath�we�may�now�

see�unfolding�before�us,�etc).��In�the�Strong’s�it�is�defined�thusly:�

 

H5303 

 נפל����נפיל

nephîyl��nephil 

nef-eel', nef-eel' 

From H5307; properly, a feller, that is, a bully or 
tyrant: - giant. (emphasis mine) 

 

A bully (or more plausibly in our case) “tyrant” therefore, would have perhaps first arisen 

from one who was unexpectedly genetically larger than others and (through a wicked 

heart of the generation of Cain) used this to his advantage in an evil fashion, tyrannically 

pushing others around at his whims, and producing offspring that would continue along 

the lines of this apparent “genetic mutation” of excessive height, which some also have 

made the claim that this could also be a result of the “mark” placed on Cain to equalize 

his judgment (Genesis 4:15), and along those particular lines I myself am not at liberty to 

have enough knowledge to ascertain nor deny. 

 

Nonetheless in today’s world, those who are even slightly above the average height of his 

neighbors, has (throughout history) tended to not only be less attacked by others, but 

were also more prone to then conversely abuse others, merely because he has taken cruel 

advantage of having the more power with which to do so. 

 

Considering the many fossil records of much larger peoples who have been even in some 

cases found to have measured roughly twice the height of today’s average man, this could 

have been an even greater temptation among those who delighted in such an advantage 

over others, especially when one considers that this is before any such restraints like 

firearms and similar corrective tools of law enforcement as we have today, which 

somewhat “evens the playing field” in our present individual battle grounds.  Today, 

should those of greater stature attempt such things, they have the same fear of an officer’s 

weaponry as the little guy would have, thus equalizing the playing field between the very 

large and the very meek.  Personal stature means very little in war anymore as well, with 

the advent of technological weapons that make individual might almost completely 

obsolete in many ways.  In the times of Genesis, personal might was everything, next to 

the assistance of the aid of the Almighty of course. 

 

All in all, the physical size of any previous race of tyrants would have easily greatly 

swelled their heads, just as we can now see how many nations and empires with superior 

weaponry (such as our own here in America) would have little conscience of the heart in 

overrunning the more helpless nations for purposes of selfishness and desires of plunder. 
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We could assume therefore, that the “Nephilim” were an unusual race of genuine and 

literal “giants” whose “renown” was more realistically notable, even if just for that very 

reason of physical size alone at such a time in history, as the thought of being challenged 

by them would have almost automatically came with the understanding of expecting to be 

helplessly overpowered, just as a third-world nation of today would feel against another 

with greater nuclear weapons, etc. 

 

To take the message of Genesis 6:4 to the elevated imaginations of an intermixed race of 

fallen angels, is therefore against far too many Scriptural passages as  not just Matthew 

Henry, but even Keil and Delitzsch have so compellingly assembled them to show. 

 

—Dwaine Moore 
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